FDOT RRR PROJECT (RESURFACE – RESTORATION – REHABILITATION)

Typically Includes: Milling, Overlay and Striping

Date: Fiscal Year 2017

Project Limits: Monroe Street to Sheridan Street

Overall Length: 1.8 Mile
CRA COMPLETE STREETS PROJECT

Project Limits: Sheridan Street to Hollywood Boulevard

Overall Length: 1.2 Mile (2/3 of project)
FDOT RRR PROJECT (Existing Condition)
5 LANE SECTION EXISTING CONDITIONS
BUDGETS

- Total project construction cost approx. $8 M+ (includes CEI and CRA work)

CRA CONTRIBUTION $2.46 M
SCHEDULE

FDOT schedule

- Production (plans complete) - January 2017
- Letting - May 2017
- Begin Construction - August 2017 (approx. 18 month duration)
More Work Ahead

CHALLENGES

- Apply for landscape design variance from FDOT (Transportation Design for Livable Communities)
- Coordination with FDOT RRR project
- Include medians, irrigation sleeves, drainage within FDOT project
- Request FDOT to leave last lift of asphalt until after landscape work
- Coordinate scheduling for Streetscape work to immediately Follow FDOT project

ADVANTAGES $$$$

- Cost Savings for the CRA
NOTE: PLANS ARE CURRENT AS OF 9/12/2016, BUT SUBJECT TO FURTHER REVISION.
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SUNRISE BEACH MARriott
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NOTE: FDOT RRR PROJECT CONTINUES TO NORTH OF SHERIDAN ST. CRA SIDEWALK AND LANDSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS WILL EXTEND UP TO SHERIDAN ST WITHOUT CHANGES TO EXISTING LANE CONFIGURATION BETWEEN LEE ST AND SHERIDAN ST.
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